Take the guesswork out of homecare
with TextCare home monitoring

When providing care services to someone
who is living alone, it can be difficult to
determine the frequency and type of support
that will be the most beneficial, particularly
when they are having trouble communicating
their needs. TextCare enables homecare
providers to discreetly monitor activities
within the home so that a clear picture of
wellbeing and capabilities can be obtained.

as an assessment tool. This allows care
providers to adapt and plan their services
to meet changing needs over time. It can also
be an effective means for helping families to
decide when it is time to consider moving on
to a higher level of care for their loved one.

Monitoring data is transferred by TextCare
to a private online portal, where 24-hour
reports can be easily interpreted and used

Visit textcare.co.uk
to view a live demo

Tel: 01245 324 958
enquiries@textcare.co.uk
Manufactured in the UK

Supporting safe,
independent living, for longer
Movement

Temperature

Visitors

Are they moving
around as usual?

Is their home
too hot or cold?

Has a carer visited
& how long did they stay?

Sound

Light

Doors

Falls

Is the TV or radio on
or anyone speaking?

Have the lights been
switched on or off?

Have they
wandered outside?

Have they fallen
over and need help?

TextCare enables care providers to see whether normal daily routines are being followed and
give peace of mind to families. If anything out of the ordinary happens, such as a detected fall
or a door opening during the night, a warning alarm text message will be sent to up to eight
mobile phones to facilitate a faster response to emergencies.
•
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•
•

Low cost and unobtrusive
No cameras or listening devices
Easy to install and set-up
No phone line or internet required
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www.textcare.co.uk

